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Abstract
Real-world image sequences can often be natu-
rally decomposed into a small number of frames
depicting interesting, highly stochastic moments
(its keyframes) and the low-variance frames in
between them. In image sequences depicting tra-
jectories to a goal, keyframes can be seen as cap-
turing the subgoals of the sequence as they de-
pict the high-variance moments of interest that
ultimately led to the goal. In this paper, we in-
troduce a video prediction model that discovers
the keyframe structure of image sequences in an
unsupervised fashion. We do so using a hierarchi-
cal Keyframe-Intermediate model (KEYIN) that
stochastically predicts keyframes and their off-
sets in time and then uses these predictions to
deterministically predict the intermediate frames.
We propose a differentiable formulation of this
problem that allows us to train the full hierarchi-
cal model using a sequence reconstruction loss.
We show that our model is able to find meaning-
ful keyframe structure in a simulated dataset of
robotic demonstrations and that these keyframes
can serve as subgoals for planning. Our model out-
performs other hierarchical prediction approaches
for planning on a simulated pushing task.
1. Introduction
The interesting structure in real-world image sequences
can often be compactly described in terms of a sparser
sequence of informative frames selected from such se-
quences. In animation, these informative frames are called
keyframes. When creating a sequence, lead animators first
draw keyframes depicting the important changes in the
sequence and then pass the sparse keyframe sequence to
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Figure 1. A variety of sequences exhibit an apparent keyframe
structure. In billiards and tennis (a, b), the motion of the ball
is well-defined and easily predictable in-flight, but the points of
contact are difficult to model. These sequences can be compactly
described in terms of the frames containing bounce points, because
the motion between these points is largely deterministic. Similarly,
in many sequences depicting behavior, the frames depicting the
subgoals of a sequence are difficult to predict (c). In the example
shown, an agent (denoted by the circle) must collect a subset of
the objects in a gridworld environment. If the agent’s subgoals
are known the agents full trajectory can be recovered using an
interpolation strategy.
other animators, knowing they can interpolate between the
keyframes to flesh out the correct, finished animation. For
the full sequence to be depicted faithfully, the keyframes
should be as informative about the underlying dynamics of
the sequence as possible. For example, consider the settings
depicted in Fig. 1. In domains like billiards or tennis, it is
simple to reconstruct the trajectory of the ball given only a
description of the moments when the ball strikes a surface.
However, it would be difficult to reconstruct the trajectory
given a description of the ball at other times. In this light,
a natural strategy to predict the full trajectory of the ball is
to first estimate the points of contact (the keyframes) and
then interpolate between them using an appropriate, simple
model.
In this work, we use keyframe-based video prediction to ad-
dress the problem of discovering subgoal structure in image
sequences depicting behavior. Our approach is motivated
by the observation that a keyframe structure also exists in
trajectories executed by intelligent agents performing tem-
porally extended tasks, where keyframes are determined
by the subgoal structure of the task (Fig. 1, right). Real-
world demonstration sequences often take this form, and
such sequences can be very effective at guiding learning
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KEYIN: DISCOVERING SUBGOAL STRUCTURE WITH KEYFRAME-BASED VIDEO PREDICTION
once a subgoal sequence is discovered (Konidaris et al.,
2012; Niekum et al., 2015; Kroemer et al., 2015; Hausman
et al., 2017). Indeed, much of the difficulty in learning com-
plex tasks lies in determining which subtask to solve, as
the subpolicies that solve each subtask can often be more
easily modeled individually (Teh et al., 2017; Ghosh et al.,
2018). Sensory sequence analysis techniques, such as video
prediction methods, have a key role to play in enabling
this, especially if they can capture hierarchical temporal
structure.
A large body of previous work has addressed the challenge
of learning to predict image sequences (Ranzato et al., 2014;
Srivastava et al., 2015; Mathieu et al., 2016; Vondrick et al.,
2016; Villegas et al., 2017). However, most previous ap-
proaches predict trajectories one frame at a time without
attempting to capture hierarchical temporal structure. There
are several ways to model this structure, depending on the
goal of prediction. Recently, several groups (Neitz et al.,
2018; Jayaraman et al., 2019) proposed models that predict
the future frames that have lowest uncertainty. The resulting
models predict a small number of easily predictable “bottle-
neck” frames through which any possible prediction must
pass. While finding the bottleneck frames may simplify
the prediction task by ignoring inconsequential stochastic-
ity between bottlenecks, it can also make it more difficult
to reason about what happens between bottlenecks. When
finding subgoals for planning, it is often beneficial to select
the frames that are informative about the trajectory, as such
subgoals may provide richer guidance about how to enact
that trajectory. Instead of predicting bottleneck frames ex-
clusively, we propose to predict the keyframes that are best
suited for the subsequent prediction of the entire video. In
contrast to methods that predict the least uncertain frames,
our model predicts the frames that lead to the largest infor-
mation gain because they enable deterministic prediction
of the entire sequence. This design allows our method to
be applied both to dense video prediction and to planning
tasks.
We propose a neural network architecture for modeling
video sequences that exploits the keyframe structure of
image sequences by including two modules: one module
predicts keyframes together with corresponding interframe
offsets between keyframes, and the other deterministically
predicts the intermediate frames between the keyframes. We
use this structure to first model the changes in the sequences
in terms of a set of keyframes that summarizes the video. We
then fill in temporally finer-scale predictions afterwards. We
call the resulting model the Keyframe-Intermediate model or
KEYIN. We propose a continuous relaxation of the tempo-
rally discrete prediction problem by allowing the predicted
time offsets between the keyframes to be “soft” distribu-
tions over discrete time steps. The soft objective allows us
to train the model with just the video reconstruction loss:
the network is trained to identify the timesteps containing
keyframes that best describe the entire video sequence, such
that the intermediate predictions that use these keyframes
achieve the lowest reconstruction loss.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the keyframes of a sequence can be
viewed as a summary of its key moments. We show that
when our method is applied to videos, it produces keyframes
summarizing the key moments of the sequence. Further-
more, we show that these keyframes can be treated as sub-
goals in a planning task. The subgoals generated by our
model facilitate planning as they allow us to partition the
planning task into shorter parts that correspond to single
subtasks.
In summary, we formulate a keyframe-based approach to
discovery of sequence structure using stochastic video pre-
diction. To this end, we propose a differentiable loss that
allows us to train the model using only a video reconstruc-
tion loss. We show that our model discovers meaningful
temporal structure on a toy dataset with stochastic dynamics
and on a simulated robotic manipulation dataset. Further-
more, we show that by using the keyframes as subgoals
in a planning procedure, we outperform baselines that pre-
dict bottleneck-based subgoals or that use subgoals with
constant offset, as well as a surprise-based keyframe detec-
tion method built on standard stochastic video prediction
methods.
2. Related work
Stochastic video prediction. Variational video prediction
methods (Babaeizadeh et al., 2018; Denton & Fergus, 2018;
Lee et al., 2018) learn to capture the multimodal distribution
of future images given a sequence of past frames by using a
recurrent conditional variational autoencoder architecture
(Chung et al., 2015), itself derived from the variational
autoencoder (VAE, Kingma & Welling (2014); Rezende
et al. (2014)). We build on variational inference methods
and show how they can be used to model the distribution of
possible keyframes in a video sequence.
Video prediction for planning and control. We build on
recent work that explored applications of learned predictive
models of videos to planning and control. Several groups
(Chiappa et al., 2017; Oh et al., 2015; Finn et al., 2016) have
proposed models that predict the consequences of actions
taken by an agent given its control output. Recent work
(Byravan et al., 2017; Hafner et al., 2018; Ebert et al., 2018)
has shown that visual model predictive control based on
such models can be applied to a variety of different settings.
In this work, instead of learning a predictive model from
random manipulation data, we learn to model the hierarchi-
cal structure of the dynamics of demonstration data, which
allows us to plan more efficiently.
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Figure 2. The graphical model of our keyframe-based prediction
approach. The keyframe network LSTMkey (shown in blue), pre-
dicts a set of keyframes Kt of the sequence and the length of the
intervals between them δt. LSTMinter (shown in green) takes two
consecutive keyframes and the interframe offset between them as
input and predicts the intermediate frames Ii.
Discovering temporal structure (Neitz et al., 2018; Ja-
yaraman et al., 2019) propose models that find and predict
“bottlenecks” in video — i.e. the frames that have to be
passed to reach a goal image from an initial image. In con-
trast to these models, which predict the frames that are least
uncertain and so most easily predicted, our model predicts
keyframes that allow the entire video to be most easily pro-
duced by deterministic neural interpolation. Our model is
also designed to be able to predict full videos, instead of
keyframes alone, and it can predict the times at which the
keyframes occur. This makes it more suitable for planning
and other tasks that benefit from reconstructing frame-by-
frame dynamics.
In parallel to our work, Kipf et al. (2018) propose a similar
method for sequence segmentation via variational inference
with continuous relaxation of segment boundaries. Kipf
et al. use their model to train an RL agent by recovering
subtasks from demonstrations (in the spirit of the options
framework for hierarchical RL (Sutton et al., 1999)), while
we focus on leveraging a keyframe-based video prediction
model for hierarchical planning.
3. Approach
3.1. Keyframe-based video prediction
Our model takes the form of a conditional variational autoen-
coder (Sohn et al., 2015) that learns to produce a distribution
of possible future sequences I0:N (the indexing range no-
tation includes all items up to but not including the last
item) given a conditioning sequence I−T :0 by dividing the
produced sequence Iˆ0:N into M segments and generating
each segment individually.
Architecture. To achieve this, we use an architecture with
several recurrent modules described in this section. We use
a multilayer Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM,
Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997)) for each module. We
encode the conditioning frames with LSTMcond, which ini-
tializes the keyframe predictor LSTMkey . The approximate
inference network LSTMinf observes and encodes the fu-
ture sequence I0:N , where N is the total number of frames
in the future. At each step t, LSTMkey observes a latent
variable zt sampled from the output of LSTMinf via an
attention mechanism, and produces an embedding of the
next keyframe, κt. Finally, an instance of LSTMinter is
initialized for every pair of keyframes to infer the image
embeddings (ιˆti)i corresponding to the segment between the
keyframes.
Before encoding or inference, video frames are first
processed with a convolutional encoder module ιi =
CNNenc(Ii). Inferred frame embeddings are decoded with
a convolutional decoder Iˆti = CNNdec(ιˆ
t
i).
The generation process with our video prediction model is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Keyframe prediction. LSTMkey predicts a sequence of
keyframe embeddings (κˆt)t≤M and corresponding distri-
butions of the interframe offsets (δt0:S)t≤M , where M is
the maximal possible number of keyframes and S is the
maximum possible distance between two keyframes. We
condition LSTMkey on a sequence of T initial frames to let
the model estimate the motion via LSTMcond. LSTMcond
produces the initial state of LSTMkey: Inittkey = Final
t
cond.
The first keyframe K0 is given by the last frame in the input
sequence.
Intermediate prediction. The output of LSTMkey is
passed to the intermediate LSTM, LSTMinter, which pre-
dicts the frames that fill the gaps between keyframes.
LSTMinter produces S frames (Iˆti )i≤S for each segment
t. The initial state of LSTMinter is computed as a feedfor-
ward function of the corresponding segment information:
Inittinter = MLPinit inter(κˆ
t−1, κˆt, δˆt0:S). We reinitialize
LSTMinter for each segment.
Stochastic prediction. As shown in (Babaeizadeh et al.,
2018; Denton & Fergus, 2018; Lee et al., 2018), determin-
istic video prediction methods produce blurry, unrealistic
images on stochastic data. To model the stochasticity of a
dataset, we use the recurrent latent variable approach. By
using a latent variable model, we can learn to predict the dis-
tribution of possible video continuations given the beginning
of a video.
We condition the predictive model {LSTMkey,LSTMinter}
on a sequence of latent variables (zt)t≤M , which at training
time are produced by the approximate inference network
LSTMinf . LSTMinf observes the full sequence of M ×
S frames and outputs (κinfj , ζj)j≤M×S , where κ
inf is an
embedding used to compute an attention weight and the ζj
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Figure 3. Soft loss shown for the first keyframe. The blue circles
represent LSTMkey , which produces the keyframes Kˆt and the
interframe offsets. The offset distribution δt specifies how likely
a certain ground truth image is to be matched with the produced
keyframe. The target image K˜t is composed of the ground truth
images by linearly weighting them with this distribution. Finally,
we use a reconstruction loss between the produced image Kˆt and
the soft target K˜t.
are values to be attended over. We compute the posterior
distribution over zt using a key-value attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015):
at,j = exp(d(κˆ
t−1, κinfj )) (1)
µt, σt = (
∑
j
at,jζj)/
∑
j
at,j . (2)
The distance metric, d, is the standard inner product. We use
a Gaussian approximate posterior and unit Gaussian prior
distributions.
To produce a sequence given the output of the predictive
model, we choose the interframe offset for keyframe t as
δˆt = argmaxi δ
t
i . We then compose the predicted sequence
Iˆ0:N as (Iˆt0:δˆt)t. Note that N < M × S: if N were equal
to M × S, the network would be forced to always predict
the maximum number of segments and frames in the seg-
ment. Although we use Iˆ0:N as the predicted sequence after
training, we do not use this sequence directly to compute
the loss. We describe loss computation in the next section.
3.2. Soft loss by linear interpolation in time
The temporal spacing of keyframes is not uniform within a
sequence: some parts of the trajectory might contain more
stochastic events than the others. We want the network to
be able to adjust the keyframes it predicts to the sequence at
hand by training it to dynamically predict the best offset δt.
To allow end-to-end differentiability through the prediction
of δt, we propose a continuous relaxation of the reconstruc-
tion loss with discrete time offsets. To arrive at a continuous
loss, we produce soft target frames K˜t by linearly interpolat-
ing between all possible targets for the predicted keyframes
Kˆt weighted with the corresponding timestep probabilities
τ tj , and soft target frames I˜j for ground truth frames Ij
weighted with τ ti,j respectively.
Similar continuous relaxation strategies have been previ-
ously introduced for images by the Spatial Transformer
Network (Jaderberg et al., 2015) and RNN outputs in the
Adaptive Computation Time model (Graves, 2016). We
note that a continuous relaxation might not result in a valid
trained model if the network at convergence does not output
distributions δt that are close to one-hot. In practice, we
did not observe this problem for our experiments as our net-
works always converged to a valid solution. A continuous
relaxation allows us to train the neural network efficiently
without the need of sampling-based methods like REIN-
FORCE (Williams, 1992). The intuition behind the loss is
depicted in Fig. 3.
Keyframe targets. To produce a keyframe target, K˜t, we
first compute the discrete distribution τ t over possible inter-
frame offsets from the beginning of the predicted sequence
by using the probability chain rule on individual distribu-
tions δt. The values of this distribution are used to linearly
interpolate between the ground truth images to produce
the keyframe target: K˜t =
∑
j τ
t
j Ij . We further compute
the probability that Kˆt is inside the predicted sequence
ct =
∑
j≤N τ
t
j . We weigh the keyframe loss with this prob-
ability as we want to allow the network to leave further
keyframes unused if the predicted sequence at hand has
less than M segments. This allows the network to predict
sequences with varying number of keyframes.
Keyframe Losses. We compute keyframe losses for both
the keyframe embeddings κˆt and for decoded keyframe
estimates Kˆt. Finally, we normalize the loss by the expected
number of keyframes
∑
t c
t predicted by the network, as
we want the loss to be invariant to this quantity. The final
keyframe objective combines the losses on the embedding
targets, image targets, and prior divergence:
Lkey =(
∑
t
ctβK ||Kˆt − K˜t||2
+ ctβκ||κˆt − κ˜t||2
+ ctβKL[N (µt, σt)||N (0, I)])/
∑
t
ct.
(3)
Interpolating frames. In a similar fashion, we define a
soft loss for the generated interpolating frames Iˆti . This
time, however, instead of producing targets for the predicted
frames, we want to produce a target image for each ground
truth frame, as we want to predict all ground truth frames.
Similarly to the previous section, the targets for ground
truth images are given as an interpolation between gener-
ated images I˜j = (
∑
t,i τ
t
i,j Iˆ
t
i )/
∑
t,i τ
t
i,j . Here, τ
t
i,j is the
probability of the i-th predicted image in segment t to have
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Ground 
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Predicted, KeyIn (ours)
Predicted, Jumpy
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3Keyframe Keyframe
Figure 4. Reconstructed sequences produced by KEYIN and the Jumpy predictive model, an ablation of our model that uses a constant
interframe offset. The prediction is conditioned on the first five ground truth frames. The first half of the predicted sequence is shown.
Movement direction changes are marked red in the ground truth sequence and predicted keyframes are marked blue. We see that KEYIN
can correctly reconstruct the motion as it selects an informative set of keyframes. The Jumpy model fails to reconstruct the motion as it
cannot select the correct keyframes. The sequence the baseline predicts is missing both direction changes since they cannot be inferred
from the boundary frames.
an offset of j from the beginning of the predicted sequence.
Since such probabilities do not have to sum to one (e.g.
if the network predicts a sequence that is too short), we
normalize the target image by the cumulative probability,∑
t,j τ
t
i,j .
The final interpolation loss is:
Linter =
∑
t,i
||Ij − I˜j ||2, (4)
and the full loss for our model is:
Ltotal = Lkey + Linter. (5)
Training procedure. To train our model, we want the
keyframe embeddings κˆt to only describe the corresponding
frame. However, we found that when training the keyframe
and the intermediate predictor together, this rarely happens,
as the network learns to embed information about the seg-
ment into κˆt. If κˆt contains information about the entire
segment, the positioning of the keyframe no longer mat-
ters since the segment can be correctly reconstructed from
any position. To prevent this, we train our model with
a two-stage procedure. First, the intermediate predictor
LSTMinter is trained to interpolate between frames sam-
pled with random offsets, thus learning interpolation strate-
gies for a variety of different inputs. In the second stage,
we freeze the weights of LSTMinter and only use it to back-
propagate the error to the rest of the model. In this way,
we can train the entire model to produce image sequences
by using the trained interpolator LSTMinter. We found
this technique effective in preventing the network from em-
bedding extra information in κˆt since the interpolator is
unable to exploit any information encoded this way, which
was unavailable during pretraining. To enable it to cope
with uncertainty when the randomly selected boundaries are
not true keyframes, we train the interpolator in a stochastic
manner, similarly to a seq2seq VAE model (Bowman et al.,
2016). However, we want the keyframe predictor to find
the keyframes that lead to deterministic interpolations. Ac-
cordingly, we sample the interpolator latent variable from
the prior when training the keyframe predictor. In practice
we found that intermediate predictions are most accurate
if they are fully determined by the two keyframes and not
dependent on other information that might be encoded in
the seq2seq VAE latent.
4. Experiments
We evaluate our model on two datasets to test whether it can
discover a keyframe structure and whether the discovered
keyframes improve hierarchical planning.
Datasets. We use two simulated datasets to evaluate the
ability of our model to discover keyframes and its appli-
cation to planning. First, the Structured Brownian motion
dataset consists of binary image sequences of resolution
32× 32 in which a ball randomly changes directions after
periods of straight movement. The Pushing Dataset consists
of 50k sequences of a robot arm pushing a puck towards a
goal on the opposite side of a wall. Sequences consist of a
series of pushes produced by a rule-based policy. We vary
start position, target position, and the placement of the wall.
The individual demonstration pushes vary in length and di-
rection. See Fig. 5 (left) for a demonstration example. The
demonstrations were generated with the Mujoco simulator
(Todorov et al., 2012) at a resolution of 64× 64. For more
details on the data generation process see the appendix.
Hyperparameters. We pre-train the interpolator on seg-
ments of two to eight frames for Structured Brownian mo-
tion data, and two to six frames for Pushing data. The
weight on the KL-divergence term for the interpolator VAE
is 1e−3. For training the keyframe predictor, we set βK = 0,
βκ = 1, β = 5e−2. We activate the generated images with
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Ground Truth Predicted
Figure 5. A training sequence and two samples from our model on
the Pushing dataset. Each image shows an entire trajectory. Our
model first samples the keyframes (shown brighter than interme-
diate frames), and then deterministically predicts the rest of the
sequence. The start object position is colored purple and the robot
arm is displayed only for the keyframes.
a sigmoid and use BCE losses on each color channel to
avoid saturation. The convolutional encoder and decoder
both have three layers for the Structured Brownian motion
dataset and four layers for the Pushing dataset. We use a
simple two-layer LSTM with a 256-dimensional state in
each layer for all recurrent modules. Each LSTM has a
linear projection layer before and after it that projects the
observations to and from the correct dimensions. We use the
Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.999, batch size of 30, and a learning rate of 2e−4.
For more details please refer to the appendix.
Baselines. To evaluate whether the flexible keyframe pre-
diction is beneficial, we compare to baselines that do not
use our proposed interframe offset predictor. First, we
compare to jumpy, a model that predicts keyframes at a
constant interframe offset, similar to Buesing et al. (2018).
For keyframe discovery, we compare to a surprise baseline
based on (Denton & Fergus, 2018) that uses the distribution
produced by frame-by-frame sequential prediction to deter-
mine keyframes, and a static baseline that uses our proposed
loss but cannot adapt the offset prediction to the sequence
at hand. For planning, we also compare to TAP (Jayaraman
et al., 2019) and the low-level planner that plans directly to
the goal. We use the ground truth dynamics simulation for
the low-level planning in all experiments. See the appendix
for more details.
4.1. Keyframe discovery
In this section, we validate that our model is able to detect
meaningful keyframes, reconstruct the input sequence given
the keyframe and model the distribution of possible video
continuations given the beginning of a video.
4.1.1. STRUCTURED BROWNIAN MOTION DATA
We show the keyframe discovery results of our network
on the Structured Brownian motion dataset. Videos in this
dataset depict a ball that changes its angle of motion stochas-
Ground Truth Generated
Figure 6. Some demonstration trajectories from the Pushing
dataset (left) and samples from our model (right). Each black
line denotes one of 100 trajectories of the manipulated object. The
obstacle is shown in blue and the initial position in pink. We see
that our model covers both modes of the distribution, producing
both trajectories that go to the right and to the left of the obstacle.
Table 1. F1 accuracy score for keyframe discovery on Structured
Brownian motion and Pushing dataset. Higher is better.
METHOD BROWNIAN PUSH
RANDOM 0.15 0.18
CONSTANT 0.17 0.23
STATIC 0.21 0.18
SURPRISE 0.73 0.10
KEYIN (OURS) 0.84 0.30
tically at certain points and then moves in this direction de-
terministically for six to eight frames until the next change.
We designed the dataset to test whether our model can dis-
cover the keyframes that define the entire sequence. For our
model, we set N = 30, M = 6 and S = 10, and condition
on five input images. Note that we allow our model to use
larger interframe offsets than necessary to test whether it
will be able to find the correct structure. Similarly, we allow
it to use a larger than necessary number of keyframes.
A keyframe model that finds the positions at which the
ball changes directions will be able to learn to interpolate
the motion between such keyframes. In contrast, if the
model fails to select the frames where the direction changes,
interpolation will fail. If a sequence between two frames
contains a direction change, it is impossible to infer the
sequence just from the two boundary frames. Figure 4
shows a comparison of KEYIN and the Jumpy baseline,
which is an ablation of our model that places keyframes
at a constant offset of 6. We see that the Jumpy model
produces intermediate predictions that do not correspond to
the true sequence, as it is unable to select the correct set of
keyframes. KEYIN is able to correctly find the points where
direction changes, as these are the keyframes that determine
the structure of a sequence. Furthermore, KEYIN faithfully
predicts both the appearance and motion of the intermediate
frames from the estimated keyframes.
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Keyframe Keyframe
Segment 1 Segment 2
Keyframe PredictionsDense Reconstruction
Start 
Frame
Ground  
Truth
Predicted
Ground  
Truth
Predicted
Figure 7. Example frame predictions on the Pushing dataset. In each sequence, the top row corresponds to the ground truth, and the
bottom row to the predicted image sequence. The prediction is conditioned on the first five ground truth frames. The first 12 of the 30
predicted frames are shown. Movement direction changes are marked red in the ground truth sequence. In this figure, and in general,
we observe that for each direction change our network predicts a keyframe either exactly or at the timestep next to the direction change.
These keyframes can effectively serve as subgoals for our planning method.
4.1.2. PUSHING DATA
We probe our method’s performance on demonstration data
on the frame sequences of the Pushing Dataset. In this
dataset, there are six pushes in each sequence and each push
takes four to six frames. We set N = 30, M = 6 and S = 6
to again allow our method some flexibility in how it places
the keyframes, and condition on one initial image.
A natural set of keyframes for such sequences are the frames
in between the pushes which determine the complete tra-
jectory of the manipulated object. Figure 7 shows example
frame sequences for the Pushing data and predictions by
KEYIN. Our network is able to predict both the motion
of objects in the scene and the interactions between them.
We see that the network discovers semantically meaningful
keyframes in this more complex dataset at transitions be-
tween pushes. These keyframes decompose the motion of
the manipulated object into straight segments, providing for
a subgoal structure that can be used for a planning task.
In Fig. 6 (bottom), we show a sample from the distribution
of different continuations our network predicts given the
initial frame. Our network is successfully able to model the
distribution of trajectories that push the object to the other
side of the obstacle and are consistent with the demonstra-
tions.1
On keyframe discovery, we compare to a frame-by-frame
sequential prediction baseline that measures the surprise
associated with observing a frame given the previous frames
1Videos, including reconstructions and samples from our
model can be found at https://sites.google.com/
view/keyin.
and selects keyframes as the top six frames with the largest
peaks in surprise. We use a sequential stochastic predictor
based on (Denton & Fergus, 2018) and measure the sur-
prise via the KL-divergence KL[q(zt|I0:t)||p(zt)] (see the
appendix for more details). This baseline determines the
frames at which unexpected events happen, but it is does
not reason about which frames will be the most helpful to
reconstruct the entire trajectory.
In Table 1, we evaluate the accuracy of keyframe discovery
using the F1 score, i.e. the harmonic mean of precision and
recall. We see that our method more accurately recovers
the keyframes compared to baselines. KEYIN’s relatively
low F1 scores on the Pushing dataset are primarily due
to off-by-one errors in keyframe placement; we note that
the baselines often make larger errors. The surprise-based
baseline correctly recovers the keyframes on the simple
Structured Brownian Motion dataset but it struggles on the
more complex, and less stereotyped Pushing dataset.
4.2. Hierarchical planning
In this section, we evaluate whether our method, when ap-
plied on the task of finding subgoals in demonstration data,
can successfully guide planning by predicting the planning
subgoals. In the previous section, we validated that our
model could successfully discover keyframes in the Pushing
dataset after training. We now apply the trained model to
the task of moving the object in the Pushing dataset around
a wall to a target position specified by an image. To do this,
we first find a sequence of keyframes that reaches the target
and treat this as our subgoal plan. We then execute this
sequence by employing a low-level planner that takes each
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Start Planned Trajectory
Executed Trajectory
Figure 8. Planning on the Pushing dataset. The top row shows
the planned subgoals using KEYIN. The bottom sequence shows
snapshots from a successful trajectory between the start state on
the left and the goal state that is depicted transparently in each
frame. The low-level execution closely follows the given subgoals
and successfully reaches the goal.
Algorithm 1 Planning in the subgoal space.
Input: Keyframe model KEYIN(., .), cost function c
Input: Start and target images I0 and Itarget
Set the sampling distribution to the prior:
µn = 0, σn = I
for n = 0 . . . H do
Sample L sequences of latent variables:
z0:M ∼ N (µn, σn)
Produce L subgoal plans: Kˆ0:M = KEYIN(I0, z0:M )
Compute cost between generated and true targets:
c(KˆM , Itarget)
Choose L′ best plans, refit sampling distribution:
µn+1, σn+1 = fit(z′n)
end for
Return: Best subgoal plan K0:M
subgoal and executes a sequence of actions that reaches the
subgoal. This planning procedure is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Since our keyframe predictor network is trained as a con-
ditional VAE, it can model the distribution of possible sub-
goals that are consistent with demonstration data. To con-
struct a subgoal plan, we search this space to find the se-
quence of subgoals such that the final (sub)goal optimizes
the planning cost. We base our planning on the Cross-
Entropy Method (CEM, Rubinstein & Kroese (2004)). How-
ever, instead of planning in action space, we plan in the
latent space of our model. Algorithm 1 details the process.
Algorithm 1 allows us to find a subgoal plan that is opti-
mized for reaching the target image. To execute this plan,
we need another, low-level planner which is able to reach
each subgoal individually. We again employ CEM-based
planning based on the ground truth dynamics model of the
simulator. We compare our procedure against baselines that
use the same low-level planner and thus measure only the
quality of the predicted subgoals. We show an example
successful planning execution using the KEYIN subgoals in
Table 2. Planning performance on a pushing task.
METHOD POSITION ERROR SUCCESS RATE
INTITIAL 1.32± 0.06 -
RANDOM 1.32± 0.07 -
NO SUBGOALS 0.90± 0.14 15.0%
TAP 0.80± 0.16 23.3%
SURPRISE 0.64± 0.28 50.8%
JUMPY 0.62± 0.33 58.8%
KEYIN (OURS) 0.50± 0.26 64.2%
Demonstration Data
Keyframe Model
Train on Video Prediction
Initial 
frame
Target 
frame
Subgoal 
1
Subgoal 
n...
Plan Subgoals
Reach Subgoals with Control
...a1 ak a1 ak... ...
Figure 9. Hierarchical planning procedure. First, we train our
KEYIN model on a dataset of demonstrations. At planning time,
we can use the model to produce the keyframes between the cur-
rent observation image and the goal. Finally, we use a low-level
planner based on model predictive control (MPC) to reach each
keyframe individually, until the final goal is reached.
Fig. 8.2 Additional details and examples of planned trajec-
tories are given in the appendix.
We compare our method against a method that plans di-
rectly towards the final goal (No Subgoal), a method that
stochastically predicts subgoals at a fixed time offset (Jumpy,
similar to Buesing et al. (2018)), a heuristic method that
determines keyframes as points of peak surprise (Surprise),
and a bottleneck-based subgoal predictor (TAP, Jayaraman
et al. (2019)). We evaluate all methods on the shortest pos-
sible path between the goal position on a run and the final
position of the object after the plan is executed. We choose
this metric instead of the Euclidean distance to account for
the presence of the wall, which can render the direct path
unusable.
In Table 2, we see that our method outperforms previous
work in terms of planning performance. All subgoal-based
methods outperform the no subgoal baseline. TAP shows
only a moderate increase in performance over the No Sub-
goal baseline, which we attribute to the fact that it fails to
2Videos, including all test executions of our method and
baselines, can be found at https://sites.google.com/
view/keyin.
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predict good subgoals and often simply predicts the final
image as the bottleneck. This is likely due to the relatively
large stochasticity of our dataset and the absence of the
clear bottlenecks that TAP is designed to find. Our method
outperforms the Jumpy and Surprise baseline as it is better
able to find meaningful keyframes that make the low-level
planning easier by partitioning the task into simple subtasks.
5. Conclusion
We present a method for discovering informative keyframes
in video sequences by variational video prediction. We do so
using a hierarchical model, called KEYIN, that first predicts
the keyframes of a sequence and their offsets in time using
stochastic prediction and then interpolates the remaining
intermediate frames deterministically. We show that our
method discovers meaningful keyframe structure on several
datasets with stochastic dynamics. When used to produce
planning subgoals, our method outperforms several other
hierarchical prediction methods. Several challenges remain
for future work, such as scaling the method up to more
visually complex and varied datasets. Another direction for
future work is applying the method to data that is stochastic
both at key moments and the times in between.
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A. Experimental setup
Each network was trained on a single high-end NVIDIA
GPU. We trained the interpolator for 100K iterations, and
the keyframe predictor for 200K iterations. The toal training
time took about a day.
B. Data collection in the MuJoCo
environment
The data collection for our pushing dataset was performed in
an environment simulated in MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012).
In the environment, a robot arm initialized at the center of
the table pushes an object to a goal position located at the
other side of a wall-shaped obstacle.
The demonstrations followed a rule-based algorithm that
first samples subgoals between the initial position of the ob-
ject and the goal and then runs a deterministic pushing pro-
cedure to the subgoals in order. The ground truth keyframes
of the demonstrations were defined by frames at which sub-
goals were completed.
We subsampled demonstration videos by a factor of two
when saving them to the dataset, dropping every other frame
in the trajectory and averaging actions of every two con-
secutive frames. For all datasets we generated for this en-
vironment following a rule-based algorithm, we only kept
successful demonstrations and dropped the ones that fail
to push the object to the goal position within a predefined
horizon.
C. Details of the loss computation algorithm
We describe the details of the continuous relaxation loss
computation in Algorithm 2.
D. Surprise baseline
Standard stochastic video prediction methods do not attempt
to estimate keyframes, as they are designed to densely es-
timate future videos frame-by-frame. Accordingly, they
cannot be used directly as baselines for keyframe predic-
tion methods, such as KEYIN. However, Denton & Fergus
(2018) observe that the variance of the learned prior of a
stochastic video prediction model tends to spike before an
uncertain event happens. We exploit this observation to find
the points of high uncertainty for our strong Surprise base-
line. We use the KL divergence between the prior and the
approximate posterior KL[q(zt|I0:t)||p(zt)] to measure the
surprise. This quantity can be interpreted as the number of
bits needed to encode the latent variable describing the next
state, it will be larger if the next state is more stochastic.
We train a stochastic video prediction network with a fixed
prior (SVG-FP, (Denton & Fergus, 2018)) with the same
architectures of encoder, decoder, and LSTM as our model.
We found that selecting the peaks of suprise works the best
for finding true keyframes. The procedure we use to select
the keyframes is described in Algorithm 3. In order to find
the keyframes in a sequence sampled from the prior, we run
the inference network on the generated sequence.
E. Planning algorithm
To apply the KEYIN model for planning, we use the ap-
proach for visual servoing outlined in Algorithm 1. At the
initial timestep, we use the cross-entropy method (CEM)
(Rubinstein & Kroese, 2004) to select subgoals for the task.
To do so, we sample M˜ latent sequences z0 from the prior
N (0, I) and use the keyframe model to retrieve M˜ corre-
sponding keyframe sequences, each with L frames. We
define the cost of an image trajectory as the distance be-
tween the target image and the final image of each keyframe
sequence defined under a domain-specific distance function
(see below). In the update step of the CEM algorithm, we
rank the trajectories based on their cost and fit a diagonal
Gaussian distribution to the latents z′ that generated the
M˜ ′ = rM˜ best sequences, where r is the elite ratio. We
repeat the procedure above for a total of N iterations.
We define the cost between two frames used during planning
as the Euclidean distance between the center pixels of the
object in both frames. We recover the center pixel via color-
based segmentation of the object. While this cost function
is designed for the particular planning environment we are
testing on, our algorithm can be easily extended to use
alternative, more domain-agnostic cost formulations that
have been proposed in the literature (Finn & Levine, 2017;
Ebert et al., 2017; 2018).
After subgoals are selected, we use a CEM based planner
to produce rollout trajectories. Similar to the subgoal gen-
eration procedure, at each time step, we initially sample
M action sequences u0 from the prior N (0, I) and use the
ground truth dynamics of the simulator to retrieve M corre-
sponding image sequences, each with l frames3. We define
the cost of an image trajectory as the distance between the
target image and the final image of each trajectory. In the
update step, we rank the trajectories based on their cost
and fit a diagonal Gaussian distribution to the actions u′
that generated the M ′ = rM best sequences. After sam-
pling a new set of actions un+1 from the fitted Gaussian
distributions we repeat the procedure above for a total of N
iterations.
Finally, we execute the first action in the action sequence
corresponding to the best rollout of the final CEM iteration.
The action at the next time step is chosen using the same
3In practice, we clip the sampled actions to a maximal action
range [−amax,+amax] before passing them to the simulator.
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Algorithm 2 Continuous relaxation loss computation
Parameters: Number of ground truth frames N,Number of keyframes M
Input: Ground truth frames I0:N ,Generated frames Iˆti , generated offset distributions δt
Convert the distributions of interframe offsets δt to keyframe timesteps τ t. For the first keyframe, τ1 = δ1.
for t = 2 . . .M do
Compute further τ t with chain rule. This can be efficiently computed via convolution:
τ t = τ t−1 ∗ δt, i.e. τ ti =
∑
j
τ t−1i−j+1δ
t
j .
end for
Compute probabilities of keyframes being within the predicted sequence: ct =
∑
j≤N τ
t
j .
Compute soft keyframe targets: K˜t =
∑
j τ
t
j Ij .
Compute the keyframe loss: (
∑
t c
t||Kˆt − K˜t||2)/∑t ct.
Get probabilities of segments ending after particular frames: eti =
∑
j>i δ
t
j .
Get distributions of individual frames timesteps: τ ti,j ∝ τ t−1j−i+1eti.
Compute soft individual frames: I˜j =
∑
t,i τ
t
i,j Iˆ
t
i
Compute the sequence loss:
∑
t,i ||Ij − I˜j ||2.
Algorithm 3 Selecting keyframes via Surprise
Parameters: Number of ground truth frames N,Desired number of keyframes M
Input: Input sequence I0:N ,Stochastic Video Prediction model SV G(.)
Run the inference network over the sequence: q(z0:N |I0:N ) = SV G(I0:N ).
Get the surprise measure: st = KL[q(zt|I0:t)||p(zt)].
Find the set of peak surprise points S where: st > st+1 ∧ st < st−1.
if |S| < M then
add M − |S| maximum surprise points to S.
end if
Return: The M keyframes from S with maximum surprise.
procedure with the next observation as input and reinitial-
ized action distributions. The algorithm terminates when the
specified maximal number of servoing steps Tmax has been
executed or the distance to the goal is below a set threshold.
We switch between planned subgoals if (i) the subgoal is
reached, i.e. the distance to the subgoal is below a threshold
dswitch measured in pixels, or (ii) the current subgoal was
not reached for Ts,max execution steps. We use the true goal
image as an additional, final subgoal.
The parameters used for our visual servoing experiments
are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Hyperparameters for the visual servoing experiments.
Servoing Parameters
Max. servoing timesteps (Tmax) 60
Max. per subgoal timesteps (Ts,max) 10
Keyframe prediction horizon (L) 6
# keyframe sequences (M˜ ) 200
Servoing horizon (l) 8
# servoing sequences (M ) 200
Elite fraction (r =M ′/M ) 0.05
# refit iterations (N ) 3
max. action (amax) 1.0
dswitch 5
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Algorithm 4 Full two-stage planning algorithm
Input: Keyframe model Kˆ1:L = LSTMkey(I, z1:L)
Input: Video prediction model Iˆt:t+l = LSTMinter(I1:t−1, u2:t+l)
Input: Subgoal index update heuristics ixt+1 = f(ixt, It,K1:L)
Input: Start and goal images I0 and Igoal.
Initialize latents from prior: z0 ∼ N (0, I).
for n = 0 . . . N do
Rollout keyframe model for L steps, obtain M˜ future keyframe sequences Kˆ1:L.
Compute distance between final and goal image: c = dist(KˆL, Igoal).
Choose M˜ ′ best sequences, refit Gaussian distribution: µkeyn+1,σ
key
n+1 = fit(K
′
n).
Sample new latents from updated distribution: zn+1 ∼ N (µkeyn+1,σkeyn+1).
end for
Feed best sequence of latents into keyframe model to obtain subgoals: K∗1:L = LSTMkey(I0, z
∗
N,0).
Set current subgoal to ix1 = 1.
for t = 1 . . . T do
Perform subgoal update ixt = f(ixt−1, It−1,K∗1:L).
Initialize latents from prior: u0 ∼ N (0, I).
for n = 0 . . . N do
Rollout prediction model for l steps, obtain M future sequences Iˆt:t+l.
Compute distance between final and subgoal image: c = dist(Iˆt+l,Kixt).
Choose M ′ best sequences, refit Gaussian distribution: µn+1,σn+1 = fit(u′n).
Sample new latents from updated distribution: un+1 ∼ N (µn+1,σn+1).
end for
Execute u∗N,0 and observe next image It.
end for
Ground Truth Predicted
Legend
Input Predicted
Keyframes t
Figure 10. A training sequence and two samples from our model
on the Structured Brownian motion dataset. Each image shows an
entire trajectory. Our model first samples the keyframes (shown in
red), and then deterministically predicts the rest of the sequence.
The image resolution was enhanced for viewability.
Start Executed Trajectory
Figure 11. Sample planning task executions from the test set. From
a start state depicted on the left, the robot arm successfully pushes
the object into the goal position (semi-transparent object) guided
by the KEYIN subgoals. The right side of the figure shows inter-
mediate frames of the execution trajectories.
